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About This Game

Story

The story is set in Momiji, a fictional city with a high crime rate. It is not uncommon there to hear of deaths and missing
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persons every morning in the news reports. But even among these issues there is a figure, an urban legend, that stands above all,
an assassin known only by the nickname “RED”. His murders are most brutal and inexplicable, with all of its victims being

found with broken organs and bones, with their insides reduced to a bloody pulp.

The protagonist, Ichirou, is a young man who has recently moved back to Momiji and reunites with an old childhood friend, but
also he meets a strange girl in school who has a clear crush on him. As the story progresses new feelings will be born and he will

have to choose which girl he likes the most, which could lead to unexpected consequences.

Features

+ Over 100 000 words long story line.
+ Includes a battle mini-game to add more interaction to the game.

+ 2 different game routes, one for each heroine.
+ 4 endings per route, for a grand total of 8 (counting bad endings).

+ 25 full screen CG's illustrate key moments in the story.
+ Mystery, Romance, Action, supernatural.
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winter's empty mask - visual novel

For some reason this was unplayable for me, i think because it doesn't adjust to 4K resolution well leaving part of the menu
obscured.. "Darkness Within 2: The Dark Lineage (Director's Cut Edition)" brings us back to Howard Loreid after the events of
the previous installment. While Darkness Within 1 was narratively set up as a flashback to show Loreid's descent into madness,
Darkness Within 2 shows events afterwards. Ditching the point and click to a free roam horror game inspired by Lovecraft's
works. While it is not necessary to play Darkness Within 1 (recounting those events early on), it certainly makes you see the
ending.
Unlike the first, Darkness Within 2 doesn't suffer as much from pacing. Not requiring you to go back and forth to read
documents as much (in fact, you're not really required to except in one or two instances). Instead it encourages you to speak
with residents of Arkhamend to gain information to progress. It also brings free roam exploration as the focus while puzzles are
used to get to important items for the ending. Darkness Within 2 seems to want to engage the player more into the character,
and it helps with these changes. It also has an quick save system when pressing 'F5' which is highly appreciated.
However, with these changes, there are problems. The voice acting, while some are good, most is flat. There is no difference
between the voice used for monologues than when you are actually speaking to someone (at least with the previous game, the
voice actor used a hushed tone to distingush between the two). There is no difference between inner monologue than speaking
Some areas have areas where you can fall through the floor. While some are behind areas blocked off, there was one towards
the end after a puzzle. Along with this, I do suggest if there will be invisible walls, have them to where the player can't jump
over most of them. While subtitles are translated to english, at the end it is not.
It also needs to be said that this version has objects moved and some puzzles added (this is not the first version of the game), so
there is only a german walkthrough that tells you where those objects are located and how to solve the new puzzles. Darkness
Within 2 also gives too much information, not leaving the player to question whether these events truely happened or not.
While Darkness Within 2 can be frusturating, it is worth playing.
Overall:
+ pacing is improved
+ sound effects realistic
+ more immersion
+ quick save system
+\/- difference between this and other version can cause confusion while looking for a walkthrough
+\/- objects or hotspot can be too small to see
- flat voice acting
- bug where you can fall through the map. This game contains 2 very interesting stories. If you are a fan of text games, you
definitely like this game. The stories are divided into chapters, and after reading each chapter you'll get achievement. I
recommend this game!. Game begins: North america 1938, Wow i remember this level! i played this game at my grandparents
house, on the Xbox 360! then i asked them if i could "borrow" the game, they said yes, and then i played it on my own Xbox
360, and i didn't see any crashes on the disk so i went to play the 2nd level, *Game crashes* Omg, now i can't play all the levels
from the first episode except the first level, i felt completely sad, then, i went to complete the game except for those levels, so i
moved on to episode 2, i guess it was temple of doom, but i can't remember, and then episode 3 and then, the game was
completed, i went to the big *ss castle and died 1000 times by choosing the wrong cupathea, idk what it was, water? idk, but i
completed the game and i could never know what the first episode and the 3rd secret bonus level was, so i was thinking: i really
want to know what the 1st episode is all about, let's buy on Steam, bought on Steam, played 1st episode, completed, i loved it,
but this is not why i bought it tho, i wanted to play the whole game, then i completed the game on Steam. it's awesome, i
remember that i saw the trailer from this game and i saw a level with a bridge with a man with a weird skelleton hat, i though: i
hope this level is not the one that crashed, and nope, it began with a whole bunch of water coming after you, i though: this
environment, i think i remember it from something, then i climbed up a ladder typa thing and i saw the man's guards, then a
cutscene came, i saw that ugly dude in front of my screen, then i saw Harrison Ford trying to cross the bridge, and then a fight
came! a fight agains the ugly man and Harrison! A.K.A Indiana for if you didn't notice, then i tried to kill him but it was so
hard, for me then, coz i didn't know what to do! then i completed the level and i loved it! i played it with my little brother, i
guess it was episode 2 i can't remember, but i loved it, then i went into a different (not the 3rd) bonus level, and i completed it
but it was hard as f*ck, to make this short (lol), i recommend this game to everyone young or old, this game is amazing!.
Another minimalist indie FPS that somehow slipped under my radar, perhaps because it is a mobile port. For five bucks you get
what you pay for: ten or so levels of increasing difficulty, a handful of monsters, four predictable weapons. Maps are completely
flat. Pop the security node and head for the final boss. Whole thing can be completed in a few hours.

So what does it have going for it? Well, it knows what it is and doesn't try to do any more or any less. The graphics are slick. I
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especially liked how stars send light rays through quivering blue forcefield windows, illuminating sparkling nitrogen mists. The
interior of the futuristic spaceship is draped in cold shades of grey and blue.

Firefights are always manageable thanks to the predictable enemy AI and obvious monster closets. The real stress comes from
the fear of having to start over due to something as assinine as standing too close to an explosive barrel-- splash damage being
the biggest threat in this game-- as death sends you straight back to the beginning of the level. There is always that creeping fear
of a single mistake robbing you of your progress.

The soundtrack, while consisting of a few tracks, is fantastic. I like the DOOM-style character portrait at the top of the screen
that displays increasing battle damage as your health drops. The guns look great and have a nice kick. The story, concerning a
rogue AI (all the enemies are robotic in nature) is one we've seen a million times before, the only exposition emanated by the
villain himself in the form of increasingly hostile text messages. It was non-intrusive and I appreciated it.

The most obvious issues: I had to crank the brightness all the way up and still had trouble getting a clear view of my
surroundings. Not a big problem when it comes to spotting breakable walls; explosive barrels, on the other hand, blend right in
with the rest of the environment.

And, as you would expect, I wanted more. The game has the length of a shareware episode for a much larger experience. The
ending, while conclusive, could at the very least stand a full-on expansion of equal or longer play time. This is the kind of title
that begs for Steam Workshop compatibility for players to be able to construct their own content.

I've droned on long enough. A short game deserves a short review. I'd tell you to wait for a sale, but come on: five bucks.. This
game is absolute \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, and the dev pressured friends into upvoting. G A Y. Do you
like killing bald eagle Do You Like Shooting Tazer Do You Like TO Stop SUPER THORWING STARS OF DEATH THAT
ARE NEON BLOOD RED This GaMe Is For YOU PS.ITS SUPER 80S. awesome little game!. Old school game with a ghost n
goblins feel ,pretty good if you like those kinds of games , offers a fair and tough challenge too
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tl;dr character based mysterious search with harsh effects on the protagonists psyche shown by solving riddles while
experiencing a beautiful noir atmosphere with cuts of creepy aesthetics
__________________________________________________________

Before the game even started I was pleasently greeted and easily drawn into the creepy dark atmosphere provided solely by
soundtrack and the dusty looking piano.

For the most part the game is focused on the story revolving around John, which is at first completely unknown. Neither your
history nor the situation you are in. The player is thrown into cold water and gradually finds out about the mess John and his
mind are in! The story is intruiging and was scary enough to rile me up at times, though I'm not prone to panic.

Ingame the first three levels set up simple mechanics of running, hiding and dodging obstacles, which second the core gameplay
of solving riddles. Just a bit annoying that the view narrows when you crouch ... but thats probably intended :P
Additionally a set of "lanternheaded" sentinels hinder you in your search for crucial objects and clues by a damaging gaze. The
leveldesign is balanced out, so I never had much difficulty to stay out of sight or dodge in a clinch.

On the other hand progressing through the levels was a bit tricky, because a few necessary items for solving the riddles were
hard to find I had to circle the levels a few times. But that didn't bother me much, for there are plenty collectables like
memories or newspaper articles, that gave me a better outline of the story.

In general the gameplay can get slightly repetetive but the variety of riddles that build up in difficulty and some well placed
quicktime events corraborate the tension.

The beautiful visuals, retro style props and cutscenes build up the proper dark and depressive mood only further.
Soundtrack and ambient audio fit perfectly to the noir mysterious thrill! Especially enjoyable for me in moments, it added to the
creepy or psychological preassure. Less impressive is the voice acting, a bit bland but still engaging. Also hardly a point to blame
for the price tag.

Last and least the graphics are provided by the unity engine, I suppose, and are high quality standard. I ran into some laggs
involving the lightning while turning the camera directly towards lamps, so that might be an issue and there are a few wall
glitches with the camera but nothing gamebreaking!

Overall a great buy 5\/7, above average indie title! l8r. using this software is very fun once you know what you're doing, and
figuring out the basics is easy once you watch/read tutorials. figuring out how to do things on your own isn't too hard either, and
if you really can't figure out how to do something, my experiences with the community have been very good and helpful!
if you have any interest in creating an rpg, this is a good and easy software to get because it's affordable and fun. as someone
with no prior experience in making games, even i have learned how to use this software because of how easy it is!
i haven't used any of the other rpg maker programs so i can't say if they're easier, better, or more advanced, but i definitely
recommend this one just because of how much fun you can have with it! \(シ)/. amazing game. A very nice and easy to play
platformer to be played with the kids. Recommended for such a purpose. Working very well with the gamepad (Xbox
controller).. Sounds of Verity is a short Otome Game with two male and one female romance option.
I finished the game with all possible endings in three hours. However, despite it's lack in length it was still enjoyable to play.
Interesting characters who might not be given the amount of time necessary to properly go through some developement, but I
didn't find myself bothered by it at all nor did it negatively influence the story. Just know that the changes are either faint or non-
existent.
The art is nice, the music fits the events and the overall atmosphere of the game and the text is (despite some errors and
mistakes here and there) well written and never happened to bore me. What else is there to say? Depending on which ending you
end up with, each of the two male options have a steamy scene. Something that bothered me was, that they decided to make the
Jester a proper character (is there a reason for that? any future plans for him?), while another side character (the minister with a
pig-snout, apparently) is a faceless glob of pink. Even the nameless maid is given a proper and beautiful looking sprite. It
wouldn't have hurt to work out that one more sprite for that one last character, would it?
I bought the game over the Steam Summer Sale, but I think even at the full price I wouldn't have regretted the purchase. Do
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recommend this game.

Edit: I forgot to mention that the mentioned 'plot twists' weren't really plottwists either. At least, if you got a good amount of
clichés already saved up in your memory and know your way around with such stories. Though, that didn't make them less
likable.. It’s kind of limited, but it’s okay if you just want a simple game where you can use lightning and earthquakes to destroy
the enemy. I got it on sale for 49 cents and it’s definitely worth at least that.. This is certainly a good train, a real delight to
drive.. I'm going to play through the rest later, but the menu for this game is broken. It'll pop up sometimes and you have to
close it 3-4 times, or sometimes you can't close it. It's just frustrating to get through part of the game then have to restart
completely because the menu glitched out.. Please note this is an early access game and I bought it heavily discounted, neither
I've looked at the dev page to see which features will be available in future, so this is just my first impression after finishing the
first scenario.
- There is no map, no introduction to the story and the basic tutorial gives too few hints
- The game so far is really linear, but could improve later. Basically is like an HOMM game where you buy units, explore,
collect gold, kill enemies and repeat the cycle. But at the moment there is no loot system, so you always find only gold. Also it
seems you are stuck with a certain type of units (3) and can't recruit \/ find different units, but this could be just at the beginning
and heroes could change later in the game.
- The camera is fixed, I don't really see the purpose. In certain situations will move in a completely different angle while you are
walking making you lose where you were going (add on top of this that there is no map)

The good sides:
- The spell system is the thing that distinguishes this game from the others. You have to draw the lines on your screen and then
select the enemies. Faster you are, stronger is the spell. If you don't remember a spell sign, you can always select it from the
spellbook but this will make it less powerful. I did not really notice so much difference, but probably with stronger spells and
more balanced game in future this will be more noticeable.
- It's really simple and for this price the final edition of the game can fill the void while waiting for your next favourite AAA
game

I will play a little more later and update the review and keep looking for updates to see the progress, I'd recommend this game
only to people in search of something different and willing to give some trust to developers. But before that, please look at their
pages and what they have to say and if you agree or less with them and if they are going to fill the gaps already mentioned in this
and other reviews. I don't feel like this is a tablet game, can have his say even on a PC.. It's a cute collection of illustrations! Not
a game, but I don't give a hoot. The music is fitting

 it is what it is yo ^^
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